Repair of DNA double-strand breaks and its effect on RBE.
DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) are induced linearly with absorbed dose both for sparsely and densely ionizing radiations. By enzymatic repair the linear relationship between the number of DSB and absorbed dose is converted into a non linear one. Furthermore, the RBE-values of high LET radiations for residual DSB increase with increasing amount of DSB repair especially in the low dose range. Unrepaired and/or misrepaired DSB are supposed to be responsible for chromosomal aberrations, cell killing, oncogenic cell transformation and gene mutation. At low doses, for these endpoints much higher RBE-values than those for initial DSB are observed. However, with increasing doses the RBE-values for these endpoints approach those for initial DSB. These observations are likely to be interpreted using the following two parameters of the energy deposition structure: 1. The distribution of clusters with respect to their size at the nm-scale and to the number of ionizations per cluster (cluster distribution). 2. The distribution of distances between clusters of definite size and with definite number of ionizations (distance distribution of clusters). For the induction of DSB solely the ionization density in clusters of nm-dimensions (i.e. the cluster distribution) is important. For unrepaired or misrepaired DSB (responsible for chromosome aberrations, cell killing, oncogenic cell transformation and gene mutation) both the cluster distribution and the distance distribution of clusters are relevant. At low doses the distance distribution of clusters along a single particle track determines the RBE-value. However, with increasing dose the distribution of clusters produced by all particles traversing the cell nucleus becomes increasingly determinant. Here, solely the cluster distribution is important as it is the case for the induction of DSB.